Dear Mr. Schultz and Ms. Hobson,

We write with grave concern about reports that Starbucks is engaging in illegal union-busting tactics in an attempt to intimidate its employees and dissuade them from organizing and joining unions. The law prohibits Starbucks from interfering unduly in workers’ organizing efforts, but press reports and accounts from Starbucks employees in Massachusetts indicate that the company is in fact crossing the line into illegal union-busting.¹ We urge you to immediately put an end to these unethical and unlawful anti-union activities and respect your employees’ right to organize.

Last year, a wave of unionization efforts began at Starbucks, with workers banding together to negotiate for better wages, benefits, and working conditions. In August 2021, an organizing committee consisting of Starbucks workers throughout Buffalo, New York sent a letter stating their intent to form a union.² Since then, the effort to unionize has spread to over 350 of the company’s locations in at least 30 states,³ with 229 bargaining units certified.⁴

Starbucks’ response to these efforts has been to engage in a nation-wide anti-union campaign. While claiming to “respect the rights of [its] partners to organize,”⁵ Mr. Schultz has called the union an “outside force” seeking to “disrupt our company” and has urged managers “to insert themselves in the organizing process.”⁶ Accordingly, Starbucks has adopted a range of troubling tactics to persuade, discourage, intimidate, and even retaliate against employees who join, or express intent to form or join, a union. According to internal documents, Starbucks management in Buffalo has created a climate of fear among the workers, holding “captive audience meetings,” discouraging employees from speaking to reporters and posting on social media, and sending
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² Letter from Starbucks Workers United Organizing Committee to then-Starbucks CEO Kevin Johnson, August 23, 2021, https://twitter.com/SBWorkersUnited/status/1429843732715692040?s=20&itag=ESJ1o8R0MAIRBe?p_rV0dA.
upper management into stores to monitor workers. Starbucks has also mounted its union-busting campaign digitally, with some employees receiving repeated text messages containing anti-union language, a senior Starbucks executive sending an email to workers explicitly stating, “We want you to vote no,” and a website “dedicated to dissuading workers from organizing.”

Under your leadership, Starbucks has also weaponized wage increases and new benefits in its anti-union campaign, threatening to withhold them from workers who have voted to unionize, and even those who are organizing and have not yet had a union election – and not hesitating to act on that threat. Starbucks is reporting record profits, and has ample cash to pay for additional benefits even “without hampering the dividend” for Starbucks shareholders. But instead of increasing wages and benefits for all workers, you have illegally extended them only to non-unionized workers and used this disparity to threaten workers considering unionization:

- **Wage increases.** Starbucks recently raised its U.S. pay to an average of nearly $17 an hour, but only for non-unionized cafe workers, while refusing to bargain with union shops for the wages they deserve.
- **Gender-affirming care.** Starbucks has threatened to take away health insurance coverage for gender-affirming care from unionized stores, threatening workers with the loss of an important benefit for transgender employees that Starbucks has provided since 2012.
- **Abortion-related travel expenses.** After the Supreme Court’s decision in *Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization* stripped women in many states of their right to an abortion, Starbucks introduced a new benefit that reimburses employees for travel expenses related to abortion-related care or gender-affirming procedures. However,
Starbucks has claimed it could not “make promises or guarantees about any benefits” for unionized stores.\(^{17}\)

- **Student loan repayment tools and savings account program.** Last month, Starbucks announced that it would provide new student loan repayment tools and a savings account program for non-union employees, while hanging unionized stores out to dry.\(^{18}\)

- **Accelerated sick leave accrual.** Recently, Starbucks announced that it would “soon roll out a new ‘generous sick time accrual model’”\(^{19}\) for workers in non-unionized stores, but that it could not “determine or predict”\(^{20}\) if this benefit would be implemented in union shops.

These actions appear to be illegal under the plain text of the *National Labor Relations Act* (NLRA).\(^{21}\) The NLRA prohibits employers from engaging in unfair labor practices against employees: Employers cannot “interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of their rights [to unionize],”\(^{22}\) nor can they “discourage membership in any labor organization” “by discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of employment or any term or condition of employment.”\(^{23}\) This means that employers cannot threaten employees with loss of benefits if they support a union, promise employees benefits if they reject the union, confer new benefits during a union organizing campaign to push employees to vote against the union, or withhold changes in wages or benefits during a union organizing campaign that otherwise would have been made, without making clear that the change will occur regardless of unionization.\(^{24}\) Yet Starbucks has been doing, and continues to do, exactly that.

Starbucks workers in Massachusetts are unfortunately facing the same union-busting campaign that Starbucks is waging against workers around the country. Workers at the Starbucks store at 874 Commonwealth Ave. in Brookline, MA report experiencing a variety of abuses since they had their union certified on June 13, 2022.\(^{25}\) Notably, workers saw their hours cut across the board until many of them were below the 20 hours per week threshold required to qualify for
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\(^{17}\) Daily Dot, “‘Some forced birth with your venti latte?’: Starbucks boasts it will provide reimbursement for workers to get abortions—unless they are a union shop,” Jacob Seitz, June 28, 2022, [https://www.dailydot.com/debug/starbucks-abortion-policy/](https://www.dailydot.com/debug/starbucks-abortion-policy/).


\(^{22}\) 29 U.S.C. 158(a)(1).


\(^{24}\) NLRB, “Interfering with employee rights (Section 7 & 8(a)(1)),” [https://www.nlrb.gov/about-nlrb/rights-we-protect/the-law/interfering-with-employee-rights-section-7-8a1](https://www.nlrb.gov/about-nlrb/rights-we-protect/the-law/interfering-with-employee-rights-section-7-8a1).

critical benefits like health insurance. Furthermore, management instituted a new minimum availability rule—unilaterally and without bargaining with the union—that required part-time workers to be available to work at least 30 hours per week (nearly full-time) even if they would eventually only be scheduled for 20 or fewer. In July, workers decided to stand up and fight back, beginning a strike that lasted uninterrupted for more than 60 days until ending in workers’ victory on September 21. During the strike, workers were subjected by Starbucks to what appears to be a misinformation campaign: workers on the picket line received fliers that, though created and distributed by Starbucks, were designed to appear as official government documents. Covered in links to Department of Labor and National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) web pages, the fliers contained “facts” and answers to “frequently asked questions” about the union drive that were clearly biased and aimed at convincing workers to oppose the union, for their own sake. For example, in answer to a question about bargaining unit size, the flyer advises workers seemingly unrelatedly, “If you don’t want Workers United to represent you, then you need to vote and vote ‘no’ union,” with no equivalent mention of voting “yes.”

Fortunately, Starbucks workers have not stayed quiet in the face of the unrelenting barrage of union-busting tactics. Since the Buffalo stores first organized, the NLRB has received over 350 unfair labor practice (ULP) charges against Starbucks, Siren Retail Corporation (a Starbucks subsidiary), or Littler Mendelson, “a law firm notorious for its ‘union avoidance’ services” which Starbucks reportedly pays at least $500 per hour to wage its union-busting campaign. Of these complaints, approximately half allege violations such as “coercive statements,” “threats,” “retaliation,” and “surveillance.” The remaining complaints report “changes in the terms and conditions of employment” as a result of organizing activity, “layoff” or “refusal to hire,” “refusal to bargain/bad faith bargaining,” and “repudiation/modification of contract.”

According to one charge, “Starbucks has responded to union organizing efforts by partners … by

29 Fliers on file with the Office of U.S. Senator Elizabeth Warren.
30 Id.
31 Id.
35 Publicly available NLRB data. Information in quotes can be found in the “Allegations” section of several different ULP charges against Starbucks by searching for Starbucks ULP cases in the NLRB case search. NLRB, “Case Search,” https://www.nlrb.gov/search/case.
36 Id.
engaging in a campaign of threats, intimidation, surveillance, solicitation of grievances, and the closing of facilities, among other conduct.”

These allegations are consistent with the reports many of us have heard from workers on the ground in Massachusetts and across the country – that Starbucks would rather engage in unlawful and expensive union-busting behavior than bargain in good faith with its so-called “partners.”

The NLRB has already acted to hold Starbucks accountable for violations of the law, and to prevent further illegal union-busting. To date, the NLRB has filed more than 30 complaints against Starbucks. Among the most egregious is a 30-page complaint filed in August 2022 “alleging Starbucks illegally withheld wages and benefits from employees at unionized stores and those in the process of unionizing,” and that you made statements to employees that violated federal labor law, including that it would be “futile for them to unionize” and that non-unionized stores would receive better benefits than union shops. And that same month, in response to a petition from one of the NLRB’s regional directors, a judge “issued an injunction requiring Starbucks to reinstate seven unlawfully fired workers, rescind and expunge unlawful discipline issued to an employee … and cease and desist from unlawful activities.” Yet as reports from workers on the ground indicate, Starbucks clearly has not ended its nationwide union-busting activities.

We are deeply troubled by Starbucks’ anti-union campaign, including the ongoing and illegal weaponization of benefits against unionizing workers, and the company’s brazen efforts to flout the NLRA. We urge you to immediately end these tactics and recognize and bargain in good faith with unionized workers. We also ask that you provide answers to the following questions no later than November 4, 2022:

1. What guidance, written or otherwise, has Starbucks corporate given to Store Managers, District Managers, Regional Directors, or any other Starbucks representative with respect to workers organizing or joining a union, voting in a representation election, interacting with unionized workers or union representatives, and participating in lawful, union-authorized job actions? This includes any guidance (talking points, PowerPoint presentations, etc.) provided to managers for conducting group, two-on-one, or individual meetings with employees related to union activity. Please provide copies of all such


guidance.

2. Please provide a list of all cases since August 23, 2021 in which has Starbucks introduced new employee benefits, or increased or otherwise altered an existing benefit, for non-unionized stores, while withholding the new or changed benefit from stores that have unionized or are known to be considering unionizing. Please include in this list any instances in which Starbucks has stopped providing a benefit, either to all stores or exclusively to stores that have unionized, without bargaining with the union.
   a. Please include information on the store(s) affected, the date of the action, and the type of benefit(s) affected.
   b. Please provide copies of any internal documentation detailing the benefit(s) in question, including the structure and the process for employees to utilize it/them.

3. Please provide a detailed report of all expenditures related to Starbucks’ union-busting campaign, including but not limited to legal fees (retainers, court-ordered payments, etc.), creation and production of materials (printing, human capital costs for design, etc.), and payments to consultants.
   a. For any expenditures that occurred on or before December 31, 2021, did Starbucks claim these expenditures as business expenses on its 2021 tax filings? If so, please provide the total amount of the deduction Starbucks claimed, as well as a detailed breakdown of what these expenditures were.
   b. For any expenditures that occurred on or after January 1, 2022, does Starbucks plan to claim these expenditures as business expenses on its 2022 tax filings? If so, please provide the total amount of the deduction Starbucks plans to claim (as of the date of your response), as well as a detailed breakdown of what these expenditures were.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

Bernard Sanders
United States Senator
Edward J. Markey  
United States Senator

Richard Blumenthal  
United States Senator

CC:
Richard E. Allison, Jr., Member, Board of Directors  
Andrew Campion, Member, Board of Directors  
Isabel Ge Mahe, Member, Board of Directors  
Jørgen Vig Knudstorp, Member, Board of Directors  
Satya Nadella, Member, Board of Directors  
Joshua Cooper Ramo, Member, Board of Directors  
Clara Shih, Member, Board of Directors  
Javier G. Teruel, Member, Board of Directors